
2. Read John 18 in its entirety.

a. Have a few people in the group recap the story using their 
own words.

b. What does this story tell us about God/people/you?

3. Read John 19 in its entirety. 

a. Have a few people in the group recap the story using their 
own words.

b. What does this story tell us about God/people/you?

c. What aspects of the Passion Week story stood out to you in 
a fresh way today?

d. In light of all this, is there anything you need to do differently?

Personal reflection and application.

1. Have everyone share one thing someone else said that stood 
out to them from this discussion.

2. Take prayer requests. Try to take no more than 60 seconds 
per person to share since we will do it all together.
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“The Difference of Deliverance”
Psalm 91

Pastor Kyle Bonenberger

» Psalm 91 – A                       or a                            ?
You decide.
| John 16:33 |

»  Psalm 91 means...

– God wants every person to                 in and                
in Him daily.

– Believers who                 in the Lord can personally attest
to a                                                  of deliverance. 

– God gives us the deliverance we              the              –
not always the one we are                    for. 

SMALL GROUP QUESTIONS
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What do you think?

What particular part of Sunday’s service at City Church 
impacted you the most?

The story of your life.

1. What have been some things God has delivered you from 
in the past? How does that make you feel about your
current situation?

2. Pastor Kyle spoke about “the difference of deliverance.” What 
do you think will be different in your life after we are delivered 
from this crisis? 

Digging deeper.

1. This is “Holy Week,” when we celebrate Christ’s finished work 
on the Cross. Today we are going to read through some of the 
narratives leading up to the Cross. Read Luke 19:28-40 and 
answer the following questions.

a. Have a few people in the group recap the story using their own 
words.

b. What does this story tell us about God/people/you?
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